Genome packaging is an essential step in virus replication and a potential drug target. Single-stranded RNA viruses have been thought to encapsidate their genomes by gradual co-assembly with capsid subunits. In contrast, using a single molecule fluorescence assay to monitor RNA conformation and virus assembly in real time, with two viruses from differing structural families, we have discovered that packaging is a two-stage process. Initially, the genomic RNAs undergo rapid and dramatic (approximately 20-30%) collapse of their solution conformations upon addition of cognate coat proteins. The collapse occurs with a substoichiometric ratio of coat protein subunits and is followed by a gradual increase in particle size, consistent with the recruitment of additional subunits to complete a growing capsid. Equivalently sized nonviral RNAs, including high copy potential in vivo competitor mRNAs, do not collapse. They do support particle assembly, however, but yield many aberrant structures in contrast to viral RNAs that make only capsids of the correct size. The collapse is specific to viral RNA fragments, implying that it depends on a series of specific RNA-protein interactions. For bacteriophage MS2, we have shown that collapse is driven by subsequent protein-protein interactions, consistent with the RNA-protein contacts occurring in defined spatial locations. Conformational collapse appears to be a distinct feature of viral RNA that has evolved to facilitate assembly. Aspects of this process mimic those seen in ribosome assembly.
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fluorescence correlation spectroscopy | RNA folding | RNA condensation | kinetics | hydrodynamic radius P ositive-sense, single-stranded (ss)RNA viruses are ubiquitous pathogens in all kingdoms of life (1), causing significant human disease and major financial losses (2) . Therapeutic strategies are currently limited and the ideal of vaccination will only ever be practical in a minority of the human and animal viruses. In addition, recent work has highlighted the potential problems that might arise by misincorporation of nonviral RNAs in viruslike particles (VLPs) (3) that are being considered as synthetic vaccines against both pathogens and oncogenic viruses (4) . A more thorough understanding of the molecular events central to viral lifecycles is therefore needed. Such studies may reveal novel strategies for therapeutic intervention.
Genomic RNAs play essential roles during the viral lifecycle, adopting different metastable conformations in order to be replicated, translated and packaged into the virion (5, 6) . The latter process, the final step in the production of infectious viral progeny, is the topic of the experiments described here. For isometric, nonenveloped virions, protein capsids self-assemble around their genomes, resulting in their confinement at relatively high packing densities (7) . It has been proposed that this is a spontaneous process because RNA molecules are branched polymers and there is no barrier to compaction due to large persistence lengths, as seen in dsDNA phages. Electrostatic neutralisation of the nucleic acid charge has been seen as the principal driving force for this confinement step (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) , consistent with the packaging of noncognate RNAs or protein-alone assembly in vitro (13) .
Here we have investigated the molecular mechanism controlling this vital step in the viral lifecycle by taking advantage of single molecule fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (smFCS) to selectively monitor coat protein (CP) or viral RNA components in in vitro reassembly reactions. Such assays can be carried out at low concentrations (≤1 μM), allowing observation of mechanistic features that are not dominated by high CP concentrations. We have applied the smFCS assays to two viral model systems ( Fig. 1) , the RNA bacteriophage MS2 of the Leviviridae family and Satellite Tobacco Necrosis virus (STNV), which is representative of a large number of plant viruses. These were chosen because our previous studies (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) have revealed potential roles played by the RNA in coat protein quasi-conformer switching, required for correct assembly of the MS2 T ¼ 3 capsid and the presence of multiple putative preferred coat protein binding sites (packaging signals) within the STNV genome, which gets packaged into a T ¼ 1 capsid in which all protein conformers are identical. The two viral coat protein architectures are distinct, the STNV CP having a positively charged N-terminal extension to its globular body which is essential for assembly (17) and partially disordered in X-ray structures, whilst the MS2 CP lacks these features. These differences allow us to identify conserved and distinct mechanistic processes.
SmFCS reveals that there is no simple correlation between RNA length and hydrodynamic radius (R h ) and this property cannot be used to discriminate between viral and nonviral RNAs for these systems. The viral RNAs are larger in the absence of their CPs than the capsids into which they must eventually fit. Remarkably instead of a steady condensation of the RNA, which would be expected by a charge neutralisation mechanism, addition of CPs to their cognate RNAs results in a rapid collapse (<1 min) in the solution conformation. Collapse depends on protein-protein interactions, and does not occur on nonviral RNA controls or with the noncognate viral RNA, showing that it depends on specific RNA-CP interactions mediated by the sequence and structure of each genome. The collapsed state is smaller than the capsid and appears to consist of complexes with substoichiometric amounts of coat proteins with respect to capsids, but with roughly the correct shell curvature. The full complement of CPs is recruited in a second slower stage of assembly. Nonviral RNAs support assembly inefficiently and with much lower fidelity.
Results and Discussion
During assembly the sizes and hydrodynamic properties of viral RNAs and CP aggregates change as a result of their co-polymerisation. SmFCS is particularly suitable for determining the hydrodynamic sizes of species in solution (see SI Methods for a brief introduction and further references). By fluorescent labeling of the CP component one can selectively follow capsid shell poly-merisation, whilst labeling of the viral RNA monitors any conformational changes, such as compaction, that occur (23) . As described in Materials and Methods and Fig. S1 , we labeled MS2 coat proteins and transcript RNAs with Alexa-fluor-488. These molecules retained the ability to self-assemble into T ¼ 3 capsids, as described in SI Materials and Methods and in Fig. S2 . In experiments using TR oligonucleotides we were able to show that the smFCS assays reproduced the features of the MS2 assembly reaction seen previously by mass spectrometry (20) . The derived hydrodynamic radii of the species involved matched very closely values for the same species obtained by other techniques (Table S1 ).
Investigating the Solution Conformations of RNAs Via smFCS. Unlike ensemble methods smFCS data can be obtained in very dilute solutions, effectively eliminating artefacts due to aggregation, including nonspecific interactions between large RNA molecules. Fig. 2A shows the average R h values for the dye-labeled genomic and subgenomic RNAs from MS2 and STNV, together with three nonviral RNA controls ( Fig. 1 and Figs. S1 and S2) as a function of their nucleotide lengths. The nonviral control RNAs (NVR1-3) were chosen because they had similar lengths to some of the viral RNAs being used. NVR1 is a fragment of the E.coli RNA polymerase B subunit (rpoB), a high copy number transcript present in the same cells in which MS2 replicates. NVR2 is a transcript from pGEM-3Zf(+) encompassing most of the plasmid. NVR3 is a transcript encompassing a eukaryotic ORF.
There is a general increase of R h with the length of the RNAs, but they are not directly proportional. For example gRNA and the 5'RNA have similar average R h values (approximately 12 nm) despite the fact that the latter is approximately 30% shorter. Similarly, the 3'RNA fragment has an even larger R h (approximately 14 nm), implying that there are long range RNA-RNA contacts that are preserved in both the gRNA and 5'RNAs that stabilize their more compact conformations (24, 25) . Contrary to previous predictions (8) the viral RNAs are not significantly more compact than their nonviral counterparts (c.f. 3'RNA and NVR2, STNV and NVR3).
SmFCS is sensitive to variations in R h due to different conformations and these can be seen in time dependent R h distributions ( Fig. S3 and Table S2 ). The distribution width is a measure of the conformational heterogeneity for each RNA and is shown as error bars in Fig. 2A . It is clear that even the relatively compact and folded MS2 genomic RNA is an ensemble of molecules with a wide range of conformations.(R h approximately 10-16 nm). Even for conformers that are relatively compact the sizes of the majority of viral RNAs are larger than the volumes of their cognate capsids. Hence, the genomic RNAs need to be condensed during packaging.
Assembly Kinetics are Dependent on the Sizes and Sequences of the RNA Being Encapsidated. We then examined the assembly of labelled MS2 CPs in the presence of genomic and various sugenomic RNAs ( Fig. 1 and 2B ), all of which encompass the TR site and presumably initiate assembly from that point. These fragments have been shown previously to support assembly of T ¼ 3 capsids (23) and EMs of the smFCS reaction end-points confirmed this (Fig. S2) . Assembly time courses were measured by acquiring time-dependent correlation functions, which were then reduced to plots of apparent R h vs. time (Fig. 2B ). As expected, there is time-dependent variation in the apparent R h values (shown by the black dotted lines) but the trends of each data set are obvious after data smoothing (solid lines, see Materials and Methods). The apparent rates of assembly vary between RNA fragments but are not directly related to RNA fragment length. Instead, the rates increase roughly with the ðR h Þ 3 values of each RNA; i.e., their volumes (Fig. 2C) , suggesting that the rate is determined by complex factors such as compactness and shape. In contrast, coat protein assembles very slowly if at all with two of the nonviral RNAs, confirming that RNA sequence/structure determines assembly efficiency.
RNA Conformational Changes During Encapsidation. We then examined the process of RNA compaction using labelled RNAs. Fig. 3 shows time-resolved R h ðtÞ values for RNAs in assembly buffer. Fluctuations in the initial R h ðtÞ values correspond to the conformational variations discussed above for protein-free RNA. At the times indicated by arrows in Fig. 3A -C, capsid assembly was initiated on each RNA by the addition of a 200-fold molar excess of MS2 CP 2 ; i.e., enough CP to complete capsid formation around each RNA. Fig. 3A compares the data for gRNA (approximately 3.5 kb) and the NVR1 control (approximately 3.5 kb). Both protein-free RNAs have dramatically different R h values although they are roughly the same length. Although the viral RNA is the smaller, it is larger than the inner capsid radius (approximately 10 nm). Strikingly, these RNAs behave very differently upon addition of coat protein. There is an immediate collapse by approximately 30% of the R h of the viral RNA, whereas very little happens to NVR1. The smoothing of the R h ðtÞ traces disguises the kinetics of the collapse with the viral RNA, which happens within the experimental dead time (<1 min) and is presumably a consequence of the rapid formation of RNA-CP interactions.
Following the collapse, gRNA increase its apparent hydrodynamic radius reaching a plateau close to the size expected for T ¼ 3 capsids (13 nm, Fig. 3A ). In contrast, the nonviral control, NVR1, appears largely unaffected by the presence of coat protein. Both RNAs lead to the formation of capsids or capsid-like aggregates, presumably with different yields, as judged by TEM, with the nonviral RNA showing many more aggregates than gRNA. The R h distributions of the assembly reactions show that gRNA results in a tight distribution similar to bona fide samples of capsid (Fig. S3) . In contrast, the NVR1 distribution is slightly larger than that for the free RNA with a peak much larger than the diameter of the T ¼ 3 MS2 capsid. The data support the ideas that faithful assembly requires compaction of the proteinfree RNA and that this is facilitated by the viral RNA sequence compared to a similar length control.
In order to assess the roles of viral RNA sequences in this collapse and the faithful assembly process we then examined two subgenomic RNA fragments in similar assays. The MS2 3'RNA and the control NVR2 are similar lengths but the MS2 RNA has a larger initial R h . Strikingly it also shows a CP-induced collapse whilst the control does not collapse (Fig. 3B ). In this case both RNAs show a gradual R h ðtÞ increase after addition of the coat protein consistent with further assembly of RNA-protein complexes, which was confirmed by TEMs (Fig. S3) . Once again the viral RNA sequence leads to faithful production of T ¼ 3 shells whilst the nonviral RNA control yields large fused-shell structures or aggregates (Fig. S3 ). This result confirms that it is the viral RNA sequence rather than its size that governs the initial collapse and subsequent assembly. Similar behavior, for example, lack of initial collapse and aberrant assembly, occurs for the other nonviral RNA NVR3 (Fig. S3) .
As a final control we compared two viral RNA fragments, the MS2 5'RNA and the STNV genomic RNA, that both must undergo compaction during assembly of their cognate capsids (see Fig. 2 ). The data (Fig. 3C) show that the cognate interaction between MS2 coat protein and its RNA causes the collapse to occur whilst the STNV RNA behaves similarly to the nonviral RNA controls (Fig. S3 ). This confirms that the initial collapse requires sequence-specific RNA recognition by the coat protein.
Above a certain threshold CP 2 concentration (approximately 50 nM) the magnitude of this collapse does not depend on protein concentration (Fig. S4 ). This result is not compatible with a simple charge neutralization in which increasing protein concentration would produce a gradual compaction of the RNA. Instead it suggests a cooperative binding of a subset of CP 2 to the RNA. Using an MS2 coat protein mutant (W82R) that retains the ability to bind TR sequences but not to assemble beyond that point (26), we were able to show that the collapse depends on proteinprotein as well as protein-RNA interactions (Fig. S5) .
Thus, it appears that specific recognition of multiple sites on MS2 viral RNAs by a subset of the coat protein subunits required to form the capsid triggers a collapse, which facilitates assembly. In order to assess whether this assembly mechanism is specific to MS2 and related bacteriophages, or also occurs more widely, we carried out similar assays using STNV CP and STNV genomic RNA (Fig. 3D ). The comparison in this case was between STNV RNA and MS2 3'RNA which is of a similar R h , although it is much longer. In this case, a rapid collapse occurs when STNV coat is mixed with its cognate RNA whilst the MS2 RNA behaves similarly to the previous nonviral controls. TEMs and R h distributions (Fig. S3) show that the cognate protein-RNA interaction yields mostly T ¼ 1 capsids, whereas reassembly of MS2 RNA by STNV protein yields mostly fused shells and aggregates. These very similar outcomes for two different viruses, especially since they represent very different coat protein folds, MS2 lacking the positively charged N-terminal region of STNV CP, suggests that viral RNA collapse is likely to be a widespread phenomenon and is a prerequisite for correct assembly.
A Two-Stage Assembly Mechanism. A typical path of a viral RNA through packaging is epitomised by MS2 gRNA (Fig. 3E ). In the preassembly state, the protein-free RNA exists in an ensemble of conformations. These are relatively compact and likely possess folded structures that favor assembly, since heat denaturation followed by rapid quenching of this RNA on ice produces an RNA with decreased assembly rate and yield (Fig. S6) . Rapid coat protein binding to RNA initiates the first stage of assembly (region I in Fig. 3E ), namely a cooperative RNA collapse, which results in a compact initiation complex. This stage is dependent both on specific recognition of viral RNA sequences and proteinprotein interactions. In the second stage of assembly (II in Fig. 3E ), additional CP subunits are recruited to the growing shell in a process that is CP concentration dependent (Fig. S4) . The similarity in behavior of the MS2 and STNV genomic RNAs in the presence of their cognate coat proteins suggests that this two-stage mechanism is likely adopted by many ssRNA viruses. Nonspecific RNAs, on the other hand, may be encapsidated using a different mechanism which bypasses stage I via formation of heterologous nucleation events from multiple sites, often leading to fused or partial capsids.
Biological Implications. The data described above, together with our extensive previous studies on the assembly of MS2 (20) (21) (22) (23) 27) , allow us to propose a molecular model for capsid assembly (Fig. 4 ) that amounts to a paradigm shift with respect to ssRNA viruses. Current views of assembly are dominated by proteincentric models based on the observations that many viral coat proteins can assemble in the absence of RNA, around nonviral RNA or polyanions (28, 29) and even nanoparticles (30) . This has led to the conclusion that viral proteins are the key component in the assembly process (31) . In vivo, however, most viruses package their own genomes highly efficiently into defined capsids even in the presence of competitor cellular RNA. There must therefore be some mechanism promoting both specificity and assembly fidelity. We have argued that coat proteins and RNA act as mutual chaperones altering their conformations due to complex formation in a context specific way as the capsid shell grows from an initiation complex (23) .
The smFCS data are entirely consistent with this view and reveal several novel features to the assembly mechanism. In the first stage of assembly, these RNAs undergo a rapid collapse in their solution conformations. The threshold concentration at which this occurs for MS2 suggests that this is driven by the formation of multiple CP-RNA contacts, presumably at TR and TR-like degenerate sites (shown in red in Fig. 4) . The K d value of the highest affinity MS2 CP binding site, TR, is low nanomolar and secondary sites would be expected to be lower affinity (32), consistent with the effect being mediated by RNA-protein affinities in this concentration range (i.e., 50 nM, see Fig. S4 ). This idea is further supported by the lack of collapse for the smallest iRNA ( Fig. S6B and C) , which encompasses the high affinity TR site but may lack some secondary binding sites. Indeed, a set of dispersed, TR-like binding sites located throughout the genome has recently been identified for MS2 and a related phage GA [Dykeman, Stockley and Twarock, unpublished] . That bioinformatics analysis also demonstrated that such a disposition of binding sites is Fig. 4 . Proposed two-stage assembly model for MS2. A pre-assembly ensemble of protein-free genomic RNAs (gray box) presents a number of dispersed high affinity sites for CP 2 (red, not to scale), having an R h approximately 20-30% larger than the inner space of the T ¼ 3 capsid. CP 2 binds to these putative packaging signals creating an initiation complex denoted as a (hash) as in Fig. 3E . Protein-protein interactions within this complex trigger RNA collapse into the assembly intermediate with an R h small enough to fit within the confines of the capsid shell, denoted by the (red star). This completes stage I of the assembly process (pink box). During stage II the stable collapsed complex recruits additional CP 2 to populate shell-like species of the correct curvature (green box, see inset for EM) and allows efficient completion of capsids (end-point of assembly, gray box).
unlikely to occur in cellular RNAs. Similarly, degenerate CP binding sites have been identified in STNV (17) and other ssRNA viruses (33) . We propose that such coat protein binding sites distinguish viral RNAs from their cellular competitors by facilitating the initial collapse, which also promotes packaging at coat protein concentrations significantly lower than those necessary for formation of empty shells in vitro. Assembly at low protein concentrations would also minimize nonspecific packaging of cellular RNAs in infected cells. Assembly has an intrinsic entropic cost as the ensemble of solution RNA conformations and multiple CP subunits become ordered in the virion. Clearly for the two test viral RNAs used here, most of this cost is compensated by the enthalpic gains from the initial CP-RNA contacts and further augmented by protein-protein interactions in the initiation complex. Hence, most of the energy cost may be recouped during the formation of the specific initiation complex and consequently stage II may be more favorable for packaging of specific rather than for nonspecific RNAs. This is clearly not the case for noncognate RNAs where coat proteins would bind at more or less random places along each RNA, resulting in heterologous nucleation and complexes of low stability. The constant break-down and reformation of weak nucleation complexes would slow the rate of capsid formation (34) for such noncognate RNAs, which is indeed the case (Fig. 2B ). This mechanism also explains why viral RNA gets efficiently packaged even in the presence of a large number of cellular competitors. The viral RNA sequence and structure, fine tuned by evolution, decreases the entropic penalty for the formation of the collapsed/compact initiation complex, which is stable and competes efficiently for additional coat proteins from the less stable heterologously initiated cellular competitors.
The collapsed RNAs have sizes (R h ∼ 9-10 or 8 nm, for MS2 and STNV, respectively) similar to that of their cognate capsid interiors [R inner ∼ 11 and 6 nm (15, 18, 35) ] and may act as a scaffold during stage II, facilitating formation of complete capsids with the correct curvature. Negative stain EMs of the early products of assembly with MS2, equivalent to the start of stage II, show incomplete shells of approximately the correct curvature, consistent with growth from an initiation complex (Fig. 4) . At later times all the viral RNAs result in high yields of T ¼ 3 capsids with few misassembled species. Because this is also true of subgenomic RNA fragments, it implies that for the collapsed complex CP-CP interactions are sufficient to complete the capsid shell.
This behavior is remarkably similar to results emerging from studies of RNA folding and particularly ribosome assembly (36) . Folding of the Tetrahymena ribozyme shows that it can undergo very rapid collapse into its native conformation (in approximately 1 s). However, the bulk of the RNA collapses into nonnative folds that then rearrange over a much longer time period (min). In contrast, ribosomal 16S rRNA folding is both rapid and mediated by interactions with the 30S proteins. The result is a highly ordered and accurate assembly reaction brought about by induced conformational changes within the ribonucleoprotein complex, although in that case there are few direct protein-protein contacts. It appears that with significantly larger RNAs to fold into the restricted volumes of their capsids, RNA viruses exploit similar basic mechanisms but with the additional co-operativity of the CP lattice that forms around the RNA. The smFCS assays described here will be an important tool in the armoury of techniques needed to investigate the behaviour of both viral and other large RNAs (37).
Materials and Methods
MS2 virus-like particles (VLPs) were produced and purified as described previously (38) . Purified VLPs were covalently labeled with Alexa Fluor 488-SDP ester (Invitrogen) via surface lysines (39) . RNA-free CP, having approximately 0.3 mole dye∕mole CP 2 , was isolated as previously described (40) and used in assembly assays.
RNA 19-mer, TR, encompassing the high affinity packaging signal (Fig. 1C  and ref. 20, 27 ) and carrying a 3'-amino group, was produced by solid-phase synthesis and labeled using Alexa Fluor 488-SDP ester. The genomic and subgenomic RNAs (Fig. 1D) were produced by transcription of cDNA clones (23) . Genomic RNA extracted from the phage using RNeasy mini kit (QIAGEN) and produced similar results in assembly assays to the corresponding transcript; hence transcripts were used throughout unless otherwise indicated. Nonviral control RNAs were transcribed from linearized templates as described in Supporting Information. All RNAs were purified using RNeasy mini kit (QIAGEN). 3'-end fluorescent labelling of RNA transcripts was achieved via ligation of a 5'-phosphorylated-oligo-A(25-mer)-3'-AF488 oligonucleotide (subgenomic and nonviral RNAs) or incorporation of a reactive amine group at the 3'-end using poly-A polymerase, followed by chemical coupling of the amine to AF488 SDP-ester (MS2 full genomic RNA, STNV). STNV genome was also trace labelled by transcription in the presence of amino-allyl UTP followed by chemical coupling of the amine to AF488 SDP-ester. Denaturing formaldehyde agarose gels were used to assess RNA integrity before and after experiments.
Assembly conditions (23) were optimised for the single molecule assays. RNA (0.5 nM) was mixed with AF488-labeled CP 2 (final concentrations 25 nM-100 nM) to achieve the desired CP 2 ∶RNA ratio. Similarly, labeled RNAs (long RNAs at 1 nM, TR at 10 nM) were mixed with unlabeled CP 2 (50 nM-5 μM). All assembly reactions were performed in assembly buffer [50 mM ammonium acetate, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT, 0.05% (v∕v) Tween20, pH 7.5] at 21°C. Manual mixing caused approximately 1 min delay at the start of time-resolved FCS data collection. FCS measurements were made using a custom-built FCS setup (41) with 10 s data accumulation per each autocorrelation function (CF). Individual CFs were decomposed into triplet state relaxation and quenching (if necessary) and diffusion (characterized by diffusion time, t D ) components and the latter was converted into an apparent hydrodynamic radius R h (42) . Electron microscopy grids were prepared at the end of FCS data collection to monitor formation of assembly products by imaging in negative stain. Further details are given in SI Methods.
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Labelling and purification of recombinant MS2 capsids
Recombinant MS2 CP was expressed in E. coli and the resulting VLPs purified as previously described (1) . Purified VLPs were stored as a precipitate in saturated (NH 4 ) 2 SO 4 solution. CP 2 was isolated from resuspended VLPs by dissociation with glacial acetic acid (66% v/v) for 1 h on ice, followed by buffer exchange into 20 mM acetic acid using a NAP5 column (GE Healthcare). Negative stain EM was used to confirm that all capsids were dissociated. Only CP 2 fractions with A 260 /A 280 ratio ≤ 0.59 were used for assembly reactions to ensure that the protein was also free of nucleic acids.
Lysines on purified VLPs were labelled with Alexa Fluor 488-SDP ester (AF488, Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer's protocol with minor modifications (2). Briefly, a 100 μl VLP aliquot (9 mg/ml) in 0.1 M sodium carbonate, pH8.4, was mixed with 10 μl of freshly dissolved AF488-SDP ester (10 mg/ml stock in anhydrous DMSO) and the mixture 
In vitro transcription and purification of subgenomic and non-viral RNAs
The 3' and 5' subgenomic RNAs were transcribed from DNA templates (pSMART 2676 and pSMART 2578) linearized with HindIII, whilst the internal 928 nt fragment template (iRNA) was produced by PCR amplification of pSMART2676 plasmid as previously described (3). The MS2 full genomic cDNA template was produced by reversetranscribing wt MS2 phage RNA using Superscript III Reverse Transcriptase and random hexamer oligonucleotide primers (Invitrogen). Primers MS2_F1 and MS2_R1 (Table S3) were utilized to amplify the resulting cDNA using high-fidelity Phusion DNA polymerase (Table S3) The DNA template for production of the STNV-C genomic RNA was a gift from Dr Robert Coutts (4). The STNV-C RNA was produced by a run-off transcription of the XhoIlinearized STNV-C DNA template.
In vitro transcription was carried out using a T7 RNA transcription kit (MEGAscript, Ambion) following the manufacturer's protocol. RNA was purified using RNeasy mini kit 
Purification of MS2 virions and viral RNA
Wild type MS2 phage was propagated in a permissive E. coli C3000 strain and indicated that the STNV coat protein was free of nucleic acids. All the buffers used for STNV coat protein purification were RNAse-free and the columns were pre-treated with 1 M NaOH and extensively washed with DEPC-treated water to minimize the risk of contaminating samples with RNAses.
Fluorescent-labelling of the RNAs
Two end-labelling protocols were developed and routinely used for fluorescent labelling of RNAs. The first relies on the ligation of a 5'-phosphorylated-oligo-dA(25-mer)-3'-AF488 oligonucleotide to the 3'-end of the RNA using T4 RNA ligase (New England Biolabs). The ligation reaction was allowed to proceed for 16 h at 16°C, followed by RNA precipitation with LiCl (8). The RNA pellet was resuspended in 100µl of RNAse-free water and purified using RNeasy columns (QIAGEN), see above.
Labelling of the genomic RNA using the above protocol proved difficult, perhaps due to the presence of secondary and/or tertiary structures. Hence, an alternative approach was adopted in which a reactive amine group was incorporated at the 3'-end, followed by chemical coupling to AF488-SDP-ester. Genomic RNA was initially modified with addition of 3'-NH 2 -ATP (Biolab LSI, Germany) using poly-A polymerase (New England Biolabs) at the 3' end following manufacturer's protocol. The reaction was allowed to proceed for 1 h at 37°C, before the RNA was purified using an RNeasy column and eluted with nuclease-free water. The 3'-end amine modified RNA (1 µM) in a total volume of 100 µl 100 mM RNAse-free sodium borate, pH 8.4, was reacted with 2 mM AF488-SDP ester (dissolved in DMSO) for 3 h at 25°C, then precipitated with LiCl as described above. After resuspension in 100 µl of RNAse-free water the labelled RNA was purified using RNeasy columns following the modified purification protocol for fluorescently labelled RNA. The concentration of fluorescently labelled RNA was calculated using the following formula: C (µg/ml) = 40 x (A 260 -(0.3 x A 494 )) (Invitrogen).
Initially the 3'-NH 2 -ATP approach was also used to label STNV RNA. However, the dye at 3' end proved to be significantly quenched and an additional approach has been devised to confirm the results. In this approach 1 mM 5-(3-aminoallyl)-UTP (Ambion), was added to a standard MEGAScript transcription reaction (7.5 mM of each of the nucleotide triphosphates) to be randomly incorporated at sub-stoichimetric levels. The 5-(3-aminoallyl)-uridine was subsequently labelled using Alexa Fluor 488-SDP ester as described above, resulting in a trace labelled RNA. After accounting for quenching in the case of 3'-end labelled STNV RNA both approaches gave results identical within experimental error.
Oligonucleotide synthesis and purification
5'-end amino-modified TR RNA oligonucleotide: 5'-ACAUGAGGAUUACCCAUGU-3' was chemically synthesized and purified as described previously [Murray, 1995 #735] . The purified material was labelled with AF488-SDP ester following manufacturer's protocol.
Briefly, modified RNA (25 μg) was resuspended in 100 μl of 100 mM sodium borate, pH=8.5, and mixed with 10 μl of 10 mM AF488-SDP ester and left incubating for 4 h at room temperature with constant agitation. The reaction was quenched by adding ammonium acetate to a final concentration of 2.5 M, the RNA was isopropanol precipitated and recovered as a pellet by centrifugation as described elsewhere (8) . Labelled RNA was separated from unreacted species by anion-exchange chromatography (DNAPac PA100, Dionex Corp.). The TR fractions were analysed on PAGE (10% w/v) and labelled bands visualised with a fluoroimaging scanner using a 488 nm excitation laser.
Negative stain transmission electron microscopy
A 5 μl droplet of the sample was applied to a carbon-coated grid (Agar Scientific) which STNV assembly was performed under the same conditions as for the MS2 phage, except the STNV RNA concentration in assembly reactions was 10 nM (due to lower affinity of coat for RNA) and a stoichiometric amount of STNV coat protein (600 nM) was added to the RNA.
smFCS data collection and analysis
FCS technique is a correlation-based method which exploits spontaneous fluctuations in fluorescent signal in order to obtain characteristic time scales (e.g. relaxation times or rates) for molecular processes (9) (Fig S2A) and sometimes also quenching dynamics (Fig. S2D) . These faster photophysics-related CF components are simply accounted for as exponential multiplicative terms, distinct from the dominant diffusion contribution (9) (10). While these contributions are of no interest in this study in other cases they provide valuable information, e.g. rates of conformational changes or chemical reactions (11) .
FCS measurements were performed on a custom-built smFCS confocal setup (11) 
Establishing FCS assay of MS2 assembly
Labelled CP 2 ( Fig. S1A ) at concentrations 200 µM remained dimeric in assembly buffer for at least 12 h and had an apparent diffusion time of ~0.4 ms (Fig. S2A) . This corresponds to a hydrodynamic radius, R h ~ 2.5 nm, whilst that for dye-labelled capsids (Fig. S2A, red) was R h ~12 nm. These values agree well with previous measurements by ensemble techniques (3) (Table S1 ) and electron microscopy of labelled capsids (Fig. S2A, inset i) .
As a test of the ability of smFCS to monitor assembly, we added unlabelled TR RNA to the CP 2 at saturating concentrations. Under these conditions this complex is kinetically trapped because all the protein is A/B-like and there are no C/C-like RNA-free CP dimers, needed to build a T=3 shell (14-16) (Fig. 1) . Its CF (Fig. S1A) overlaps that of CP 2 , as expected from their similar shape (Table S1 ). In addition, complexes of labelled TR and unlabelled CP 2 had similar R h values (Table S1 ). However, when a 100-fold molar excess of unlabelled CP 2 was added to either form of the complex rapid assembly into T=3 capsids occurred. After incubation of these mixtures for 2 h their CFs (Fig. S2A, green) were coincident with that of the control T=3 capsids as also shown by negative stain electron microscopy (Fig. S2A inset) . Electron microscopy (EM) confirmed that assembly of T=3 capsids had occurred also with the larger unlabeled genomic (gRNA) and subgenomic RNAs (Fig. S2B) . These results are consistent with the TR-induced coat protein dimer switching model of assembly, demonstrating that smFCS accurately reports on capsid assembly. *Standard deviations represent half widths at half maxima of corresponding R h distributions (see Fig. S3A for further details). 
